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(54) AUTHENTICATED SELF-SERVICE TERMINAL (SST) ACCESS

(57) An SST (120 or 400) facilitates authentication
of a user through an external service via a mobile device
(110) operated by the user. The SST (120 or 400) also
obtains independent verification of an access command
sent from a server (140) through a cryptographic periph-

eral module (123) integrated into the SST (120 or 400)
before sending a command to grant authenticated ac-
cess to the SST (120 or 400) in response to the access
command.
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Description

[0001] Service access to an Automated Teller Machine
(ATM) is crucial to maintenance and support of the ATM.
However, providing secure access to only authenticated
personnel is a complex issue: mechanical locks on the
top box are not strong, duplicated keys are common be-
cause key management is difficult to administrator, and
there is no adequate audit as to whom has had access
to the top box and for what reason.
[0002] In fact, unauthorized ATM top box access is be-
coming a significant problem in the industry especially in
view of the rise in malware and Black Box attacks, both
of which exploit the problems associated with securing
the ATM top box and override existing weak security con-
trols.
[0003] That is, once the top box has been compro-
mised malware and other nefarious devices can be inte-
grated into the ATM to compromise operation of the ATM.
[0004] Moreover, the problem is not just limited to
ATMs and may be more problematic with other Self-Serv-
ice Terminals (SSTs) that have even less security pre-
cautions in place.
[0005] In various embodiments, methods and a Self-
Service Terminal (SST) for authenticated SST access
are presented.
[0006] According to an embodiment, a method for au-
thenticated SST access is provided. Specifically, an au-
thentication token is presented on a display of an SST
and, subsequently, an access command is obtained from
a server. Next, a request is made to a peripheral device
to validate the access command before processing the
access command providing authorized to the SST.
[0007] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a method of providing authenticated
access to a terminal, the method comprising: providing
an authentication token; obtaining an access command
from a server; and requesting a cryptographic peripheral
device to validate the access command before process-
ing the access command to provide authenticated access
to the terminal.
[0008] The step of providing an authentication token
optionally comprises presenting an authentication token
on a display of the terminal.
[0009] The step of providing an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication
token in response to a wireless request sent from a mo-
bile device. The wireless request may be to unlock an
access door to gain the authenticated access.
[0010] The step of generating the authentication token
optionally further includes creating the authentication to-
ken as a two dimensional barcode (such as a QR code)
encoded with a mobile device identifier for the mobile
device, a terminal identifier for the terminal, an indication
of the wireless request, and a current date and time when
the barcode was created.
[0011] The step of providing an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication

token in response to a request sent from a mobile device
for obtaining access to an administrative interface of the
terminal as the authenticated access.
[0012] The step of providing an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication
token in response to a request sent from a mobile device
having a restricted wired connection to the terminal.
[0013] The step of obtaining an access command from
a server optionally further includes re-presenting a new
authentication token on the display when a configured
period of time elapses before the access command is
received from the server, wherein a start to a timer value
begins when the authentication token is presented and
ends upon receipt of the access command, the timer val-
ue compared against the period of time to determine
whether the time has elapsed.
[0014] The step of requesting a cryptographic periph-
eral device to validate the access command optionally
further includes acting as an intermediary to forward en-
crypted information between the cryptographic peripher-
al device and the server to assist the cryptographic pe-
ripheral device in independently validating the access
command on behalf of the terminal, wherein the terminal
is incapable of decrypting the encrypted information.
[0015] The step of requesting a cryptographic periph-
eral device to validate the access command optionally
further includes requesting the cryptographic peripheral
device to create a challenge; transmitting the challenge
to the server; receiving a response to the challenge from
the server; and conveying the response to the challenge
to the cryptographic peripheral device.
[0016] The method optionally further comprises send-
ing at least some audit data to the server when the au-
thenticated access is granted.
[0017] The step of sending at least some audit data
optionally further includes maintaining the at least some
audit data in a log on the terminal.
[0018] The step of sending at least some audit data
optionally further includes sending an additional audit da-
ta to the server when the authenticated access is termi-
nated.
[0019] According to a second aspect of the present
invention there is provided a self-service terminal com-
prising: a secure resource; a controller executing a con-
trol application; and a cryptographic device in communi-
cation with the controller and executing a cryptographic
application; the control application being configured to:
(i) receive a request from a mobile device for access to
the secure resource, (ii) provide an authentication token,
(iii) forward a challenge from the cryptographic applica-
tion to a remote server, (iv) receive a response from the
remote server, and (v) provide authenticated access to
the secure resource upon verification by the cryptograph-
ic application that the received response was a valid re-
sponse to the challenge.
[0020] The control application is optionally further con-
figured to establish one of: a wireless connection with
the mobile device and a wired connection with the mobile
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device.
[0021] The control application is optionally further con-
figured to provide the authenticated access by one of:
electronically unlocking an access panel to the terminal
and granting access to an administrative interface of the
terminal.
[0022] The mobile device is optionally a mobile phone,
the terminal is optionally an Automated Teller Machine,
and the cryptographic peripheral device is optionally an
encrypted PIN (personal identification number) pad.
[0023] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a method of providing authenticated
access in a self-service terminal, the method comprising:
receiving an access command; sending a challenge to a
server; receiving a response from the server; crypto-
graphically validating the response; and providing ac-
cess to the terminal in the event that the response is
validated.
[0024] The step of sending a challenge to a server may
further comprise sending the challenge as a request for
the server to digitally sign and return the challenge. The
digital signature may comprise a signature of the server.
[0025] The step of cryptographically validating the re-
sponse optionally further includes using a certificate as-
sociated with the server, a public key associated with the
server, and a private key associated with the public key
to validate the response message.
[0026] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided a method comprising: providing
an authentication token to a mobile device; obtaining an
access command from a server; and requesting a pe-
ripheral device to validate the access command before
processing the access command to provide authenticat-
ed access to the terminal.
[0027] According to a fifth aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a method comprising: presenting,
on a display of a Self-Service Terminal (SST), an authen-
tication token; obtaining an access command from a
server; and requesting a peripheral device to validate the
access command before processing the access com-
mand providing authenticated access to the SST.
[0028] The step of presenting an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication
token in response to a wireless request sent from a mo-
bile device to unlock an access door to gain the authen-
ticated access.
[0029] The step of generating the authentication token
optionally further includes creating the authentication to-
ken as a Quick Response (QR) code encoded with a
mobile device identifier for the mobile device, an SST
identifier for the SST, an indication of the wireless re-
quest, and a current date and time when the QR code
was created.
[0030] The step of presenting an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication
token in response to a request sent from a mobile device
for obtaining access to an administrative interface of the
SST as the authenticated access.

[0031] The step of presenting an authentication token
optionally further includes generating the authentication
token in response to a request sent from a mobile device
having a restricted wired connection with the SST.
[0032] The step of obtaining an access command from
a server optionally further includes re-presenting a new
authentication token on the display when a configured
period of time lapses before the access command is re-
ceived from the server, a start to a timer value begins
when the authentication token is presented and ends up-
on receipt of the access command, the timer value com-
pared against the period of time to determine whether a
lapse occurred.
[0033] The step of requesting optionally further in-
cludes acting as an intermediary to forward encrypted
information between the peripheral device and the server
to assist the peripheral device in independently validating
the access command on behalf of the SST, wherein the
SST is incapable of decrypting the encrypted information.
[0034] The method optionally further comprises send-
ing at least some audit data to the server when the au-
thenticated access is granted.
[0035] The step of sending at least some audit data
optionally further includes maintaining at least some audit
data in a log on the SST.
[0036] The step of sending at least some audit data
optionally further includes sending an additional audit da-
ta to the server when the authenticated access is termi-
nated.
[0037] According to a sixth aspect of the present in-
vention there is provided a method comprising: receiving,
within a Self-Service Terminal (SST), a request to vali-
date an access command for providing authenticated ac-
cess to the SST; causing to be sent, from the SST, a
challenge message to a server; obtaining, within the SST,
a response message from the server; cryptographically
validating, within the SST, the response message; and
providing, within the SST, a validation message when
the response message is successfully cryptographically
validated for the SST to provide the authenticated access
to the SST.
[0038] The step of causing a challenge message to be
sent optionally further includes providing the challenge
message to an SST core application for the SST core
application to send over a network connection to the serv-
er.
[0039] The step of causing a challenge message to be
sent optionally further includes providing the challenge
message as a request for the server to digitally sign the
challenge message.
[0040] The step of obtaining a response message op-
tionally further includes receiving the response message
as a digital signature associated with the challenge mes-
sage, wherein the digital signature is a signature of the
server.
[0041] The step of receiving the response message
optionally further includes obtaining the response mes-
sage from an SST application that is in communication
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with the server over a network connection.
[0042] The step of cryptographically validating re-
sponse message optionally further includes using a cer-
tificate associated with the server, a public key associat-
ed with the server, and a private key associated with the
processing of the method to validate the response mes-
sage.
[0043] According to a seventh aspect of the present
invention there is provided a Self-Service Terminal
(SST), comprising: a display; a control application con-
figured to: (i) execute on the SST, (ii) receive an access
SST request from a mobile device, (iii) provide a verifi-
cation token for presentation on the display, (iv) provide
a validation request to a cryptographic application, and
(v) provide authenticated access to the SST upon receipt
of a verification from the cryptographic application that
the validation request was validated; and the crypto-
graphic application being configured to: (i) execute on a
peripheral device integrated into the SST, (ii) send a chal-
lenge to an SST server through the control application,
(iii) cryptographically validate a response provided back
from the SST server through the control application, and
(iv) provide the verification back to the control application
when the response is validated to provide the authenti-
cated access to the SST.
[0044] The control application is optionally further con-
figured, in (ii), to establish one of: a wireless connection
with the mobile device to the SST and a wired connection
with the mobile device to the SST.
[0045] The control application is optionally further con-
figured, in (v), to provide the authenticated access by one
of: electronically unlocking an access panel to the SST
and granting access to an administrative interface of the
SST.
[0046] The mobile device is optionally a mobile phone,
the SST is optionally an Automated Teller Machine
(ATM), and the peripheral device is optionally an encrypt-
ing PIN pad.
[0047] These and other aspects of the present inven-
tion will be apparent from the following specific descrip-
tion, given by way of example, with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram of components for practicing au-
thenticated Self-Service Terminal (SST) access, ac-
cording to an example embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a method for authenticated
SST access, according to an example embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a diagram of another method for authenti-
cated SST access, according to an example embod-
iment; and
FIG. 4 is a diagram of an SST, according to an ex-
ample embodiment.

[0048] Reference is first made to FIG. 1, which is a
diagram 100 of components for practicing authenticated
Self-Service Terminal (SST) access, according to an ex-
ample embodiment. It is to be noted that the components

are shown schematically in greatly simplified form, with
only those components relevant to understanding of the
embodiments being illustrated.
[0049] Furthermore, the various components (that are
identified in FIG. 1) are illustrated and the arrangement
of the components is presented for purposes of illustra-
tion only. It is to be noted that other arrangements with
more or less components are possible without departing
from the teachings of authenticated SST access, pre-
sented herein and below.
[0050] Furthermore, the methods and SST presented
herein and below for authenticated SST access can be
implemented in whole or in part in one, all, or some com-
bination of the components shown with the diagram 100.
The methods are programmed as executable instruc-
tions in memory and/or non-transitory computer-reada-
ble storage media and executed on one or more proces-
sors associated with the components. Each processor
specifically configured to process the components of the
diagram 100.
[0051] Specifically, the diagram 100 permits authenti-
cated SST access to either 1) open a top box and access
internal components of the SST (ATM) 120 or 2) access
an administrative interface to gain access to software
and hardware resources of the ATM 120. The details of
this approach in view of the components, within the dia-
gram 100, are now presented with reference to some
embodiments of the FIG. 1 within the context of an SST
that is an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) 120.
[0052] The diagram 100 includes a customer engi-
neer’s mobile device 110, an ATM 120, a remote authen-
tication server 130, an ATM controller server 140, and a
certificate authority 150.
[0053] The mobile device 110 (using one or more mo-
bile application processing on the mobile device and not
shown in FIG. 1) initially establishes a wired or wireless
connection 115 with the ATM 120.
[0054] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 es-
tablishes a wireless connection 115 with the ATM 120,
via a Bluetooth (trade mark) connection.
[0055] The connection 115 is a request sent from the
mobile device 110 and received for processing by an
ATM core application 121 (processing on the ATM 120).
The request is a request to either 1) open the top box of
the ATM 120 to expose internal components of the ATM
120 or 2) gain access to an administrative interface of
the ATM 120 to gain access to software resources of the
ATM 120.
[0056] In response to the request, the ATM core appli-
cation 121 causes a Quick Response (QR) (trade mark)
code or a number (of any configurable length, such as 6
digits) to be presented in a screen on a display of the
ATM 120, or be otherwise provided to the mobile device
(for example, via the Bluetooth connection).
[0057] Next, the customer engineer uses the mobile
device 110 (or a different mobile device) to either scan
the QR code or to enter, into an appropriate mobile ap-
plication, the number.
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[0058] The mobile application of the mobile device 110
detects the QR code scanned or the entered number and
contacts the remote authentication server 130 over wire-
less connection 116, such as via cellular (3G, etc.) or Wi-
Fi.
[0059] The authentication server 130 then authenti-
cates the customer engineer using any authentication
mechanism accepted by the authentication server 130,
such as identification and password in combination with
a mobile device identifier for the mobile device 110. It is
noted that any enterprise required authentication of the
customer engineer operating the mobile device 110 can
be used by the authentication server 130 through inter-
action with the mobile application and the user operating
the mobile device 110.
[0060] Once the authentication server 130 properly au-
thenticates the customer engineer operating the mobile
device 110, the authentication server 130 instructs the
ATM controller server 140 to either 1) open (via an elec-
tronic unlock command to an internal electric lock to the
ATM 120) the top box of the ATM 120 for the authenti-
cated customer engineer to access the internal compo-
nents of the ATM 120 or 2) provide an administrative
interface on a display of the ATM 120 for the customer
engineer to interact with to access software resources of
the ATM 120.
[0061] The authentication server 130 communicates
with the ATM controller server 140 via a wired connection
135 within a secure environment.
[0062] The ATM controller server 140 is also securely
connected to the ATM 120 over a wired connection 125
and sends either: 1) an open top box command to the
ATM core application 121 or 2) a provide access to an
administrative interface command to the ATM core ap-
plication 121.
[0063] At this point, the ATM core application 121 re-
quests a challenge to the access command (open access
panel or provide access to the administrative interface)
by contacting the Encrypted Pin Pad (EPP) 123 (integrat-
ed peripheral device of the ATM 120) over an internal
wired connection 122 (which may be a USB connection).
[0064] The EPP 123 sends the challenge message re-
ceived from the ATM core application 121 back to the
ATM controller server 140 through the ATM core appli-
cation 121 over connection 135.
[0065] The ATM controller server 140 digitally signs
the challenge message and sends back over connection
135 to the ATM core application 121, which the ATM core
application 121 delivers over 122 to the EPP 123.
[0066] The EPP 123 validates and verifies the digital
signature of the ATM controller server 140 and when val-
idated sends a message back over 122 to the ATM core
application 121 to either 1) unlock the top box of the ATM
120 or 2) provide access to an administrative interface
of the ATM 120.
[0067] The ATM controller server 140 then makes a
note in a log or audit trail that the customer engineer
requested the access command for the ATM 120 and

that the top box was opened or the administrative inter-
face was provided on the date and time of opening or
administrative interface access. This provides a verified
audit log or trail for government or enterprise compliance.
[0068] The ATM core application 121 sends either: 1)
a message or causes an instruction to be sent to an elec-
tronic lock associated with the top box of the ATM 120
and the top box is unlocked for access by the customer
engineer or 2) provides an administrative interface on a
display of the ATM 120 for the customer engineer to ac-
cess software and hardware resources of the ATM 120.
[0069] It is noted that in an embodiment, the access
command when successfully processed may both open
the top box of the ATM 120 and also provide the admin-
istrative interface on a display of the ATM 120.
[0070] The EPP 123 provides cryptographic assur-
ance to the ATM core application 121 that the access
request is legitimate.
[0071] During initial configuration of the ATM 120, the
ATM controller server 140 generates a key pair (such as
public-private key pair, an RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman
(named after inventors’ last names), or any other asym-
metric encryption technique) for use by the EPP 123 in
performing the signature verification. The ATM controller
server 140 requests a certificate from certificate authority
150 over connection 145. This configuration takes place
out-of-band, outside of the request and before the re-
quest is made by the customer engineer to access the
ATM 120. The key pair can be provided to the EPP 123
via a direct connection made via a port to the EPP 123,
such that the ATM core application 121 is bypassed and
does not have access to the key pair. This ensures any
corrupted ATM core application 121 never has access
to the private portion of the key pair that the EPP 123
utilizes for cryptographic verification of the ATM controller
server’s signature (discussed above).
[0072] A one-time and initial certificate exchange takes
place as well where the certificate requested by the ATM
controller server 140 from the certificate authority 150 is
provided to the EPP 123 for signature validation in com-
bination with the key pair. The ATM controller server 140
can send the certificate (received from the certificate au-
thority 150) over connection 125 for delivery to the ATM
core application 121, which delivers the certificate to the
EPP 123 over the internal ATM connection 122. The EPP
123 can authenticate the certificate using its certificate
stack and securely stores the certificate. The certificate
and the key pair are used to validate the signature of the
ATM controller server 140 during a request to access the
ATM 120.
[0073] In an embodiment, the key pair is prefabricated
within secure storage of the EPP 123.
[0074] In an embodiment, the ATM 120 includes an
electronic internal lock that unlocks the top box of the
ATM 120 along with one or more physical key slots for
physical keys, such that both the electronic lock and a
separate mechanical lock require unlocking before ac-
cess to the top box is given.
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[0075] In an embodiment, the ATM 120 includes an
electronic internal lock that unlocks the top box of the
ATM 120 along with one or more physical key slots for
physical keys that are associated with a mechanical lock
of the ATM’s top box, such that when power failure occurs
or the ATM core application 121 fails the physical keys
can be used to open the top box.
[0076] In an embodiment, the ATM 120 includes an
electronic internal lock only and no backup or additional
mechanical locks that are unlocked via one or more phys-
ical keys.
[0077] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 is a
smartphone.
[0078] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 is a
tablet.
[0079] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 is a
laptop computer.
[0080] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 is a
wearable processing device.
[0081] In an embodiment, the mobile device 110 is a
USB device.
[0082] In an embodiment, the administrative interface
access is achieved via a wireless connection, such as
Bluetooth (trade mark), with access and interaction to
the administrative interface occurring on the mobile de-
vice 110 or controlled from the mobile device 110 as pre-
sented on a display of the ATM 120.
[0083] In an embodiment, the administrative access to
access logical resources complies with or assists enter-
prises in compliance with the Payment Card Industry
(PCI) security standards or guidelines.
[0084] In an embodiment, the authentication server
130 uses a current physical position resolved for the mo-
bile device 110 (such as via sensors of a Global Posi-
tioning Satellite (GPS) device (integrated into the mobile
device 110)) as part of the authentication for the mobile
device 110 and the customer engineer operating the mo-
bile device 110. This may be required to ensure the mo-
bile device 110 is in proximity to the ATM 120 when is-
suing the access request and ensure that it is the mobile
device 110 in communication with the ATM 120 and not
another mobile device that the mobile device 110 is com-
municating with.
[0085] In embodiment, the ATM controller server 140
enforces policies when deciding whether to issue an ac-
cess command to the ATM core application 121. The
policy can be based on customer engineer access rights
and/or based on when the top box was last opened or
the administrative interface was last provided for inter-
action. So, the customer engineer and the mobile device
110 may be properly authenticated but evaluation of con-
figurable policies may indicate that the ATM controller
server 140 should not issue the access command to the
ATM core application 121. This provides added security
that can be altered dynamically by changing a policy.
This may be useful when the customer engineer is still
employed by an enterprise but scheduled to be displaced
or leave the employ of the enterprise, such that a policy

can be dynamically pushed to the ATM controller server
140 to ensure the customer engineer does not gain ac-
cess to the ATM’s physical or logical (software) compo-
nents. Other reasons for dynamic policy changes can
exists as well and are controlled and deployed by the
enterprise as needed for any given security situation. It
is also noted that a failed attempt to access the ATM 120
can also be logged and noted by the ATM controller serv-
er 140.
[0086] One now appreciates how customer engineers
can authenticate for access to the ATM 120 for access
to hardware components of the ATM 120 and/or software
components of the ATM 120. This is done through a prox-
imity-based authentication technique involving multiple
parties and devices (the ATM 120, the mobile device 110,
the customer engineer operating the mobile device 110,
an authentication server 130, and an ATM controller serv-
er 140.
[0087] Additionally, and in some embodiments, ATMs
can be fabricated without mechanical locks requiring
physically keys for opening the top boxes of those ATMs;
this too can save maintenance and management of phys-
ical key distributing and on costs for manufacturing the
mechanical locks within the ATMs and manufacturing the
physical keys.
[0088] Some of these embodiments and other embod-
iments are now discussed with reference to the FIGS.
2-4.
[0089] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a method 200 for authen-
ticated SST access, according to an example embodi-
ment. The software module(s) that implements the meth-
od 200 is referred to as an "SST core application." The
SST core application is implemented as executable in-
structions programmed and residing within memory
and/or a non-transitory computer-readable (processor-
readable) storage medium and executed by one or more
processors of an SST. The processor(s) of the SST that
executes the customer-assisted application are specifi-
cally configured and programmed to process the SST
core application. The customer-assisted application has
access to one or more network connections during its
processing. The network can be wired, wireless, or a
combination of wired and wireless.
[0090] In an embodiment, the SST is the ATM 120 of
the FIG. 1.
[0091] In an embodiment, the SST is a kiosk.
[0092] In an embodiment, the SST is a self-service
checkout Point-of-Sale (POS) device.
[0093] In embodiment, the SST has a wireless inter-
face port and module for wirelessly communicating with
a mobile device of a user that operates the mobile device.
In an embodiment the wireless communication is Blue-
tooth (trade mark). In an embodiment, the wireless com-
munication is Infrared (IR). In an embodiment, the wire-
lessly communication is Near Field Communication
(NFC). In an embodiment, the wireless communication
is Bluetooth (trade mark) Low Energy (BLE). In an em-
bodiment, the wireless communication is cellular. In an
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embodiment, the wireless communication is Wi-Fi.
[0094] In an embodiment, the mobile device is a USB
device.
[0095] In an embodiment, the SST has a wired inter-
face port and wired communication module for commu-
nicating with one or more of: the mobile device and an
SST server (such as ATM controller server 140 of the
FIG. 1).
[0096] In an embodiment, the SST core application is
the ATM core application 121 of FIG. 1.
[0097] It is noted that the processing associated with
the SST core application assumes that certificate and
key configuration for cryptographic processing has al-
ready taken place through any out-of-band or in-band
process (as discussed above with reference to the FIG.
1).
[0098] At 210, the SST core application presents an
authentication token within a screen rendered to a display
of the SST. This authentication token can take a variety
of forms, some of which are discussed below. The pur-
pose of the authentication token is to permit a user op-
erating a mobile device to acquire the token for authen-
tication to the SST. That is, when the authentication token
is presented on the display, the user and mobile device
of the user can only acquire the token if they are at the
SST. So, this provides a proximity-based or location-
based authentication technique of the user and of the
mobile device being operated by the user.
[0099] According to an embodiment, at 211, the SST
core application generates the authentication token in
response to a wireless request sent from the mobile de-
vice to unlock an access door or panel associated with
the SST to expose internal components and modules of
the SST. Again, the wireless connection can be done
using any of the wireless techniques discussed above
with the FIG. 1.
[0100] In an embodiment of 211 and at 212, the SST
core application creates the authentication token as a
QR code that is encoded with a mobile device identifier
for the mobile device operated by the user, an SST iden-
tifier for the SST, an indication of a wireless request to
unlock an access door by the user, and a current date
and time when the QR code was created or the wireless
request was received.
[0101] In an embodiment at 213, the SST core appli-
cation generates the authentication token in response to
a request sent from a mobile device for obtaining access
to an administrative interface of the SST as the authen-
ticated access to the SST. Here, the access request is
to access software resources or the SST via access to
the administrative interface of the SST.
[0102] In an embodiment, at 214, the SST core appli-
cation generates the authentication token in response to
a request sent from a mobile device having a restricted
wired connection to the SST. That is, the mobile device
may be a USB device inserted into a USB port of the SST
or the mobile device may have a cord that creates a wired
connection between the mobile device and the SST, such

as a USB connecting cord, and the like.
[0103] At 220, the SST core application obtains an ac-
cess command from a server. This is an indication to the
SST core application that the user and/or the mobile de-
vice of the user has been independently authenticated
using the authentication token and other credentials pos-
sessed and provided by the user and/or mobile device.
The access command when processed causes either: 1)
an electronic lock to unlock the access panel or door to
the SST for user access or 2) an administrative interface
to be presented to the user on a display of the SST for
the user to interact with software resources of the SST.
However, for added security the SST core application
requests independent validation of the access command,
as discussed below at 230.
[0104] In an embodiment, at 221, the SST core appli-
cation re-presents a new authentication token on the dis-
play when a configured period of time lapses before the
access command is received from the server. That is, a
start to a time value is set by the SST core application
when the authentication token was presented at 210, the
timer value ends upon receipt of the access command
from the server, and the time value is compared against
the configured period of time to determine whether the
time for processing the access command has lapsed.
This provides added security to ensure that the user and
mobile device are still at the SST and not someone else.
Moreover, as soon as the timer value exceeds the con-
figured period of time, the SST core application can re-
present a new authentication token on the display and
ignore the access command received from the server.
[0105] At 230, the SST core application requests that
a peripheral device (which is integrated within the SST)
independently and cryptographically validate the access
command before processing the access command pro-
viding authenticated access to the SST. This may be
done to ensure that the access command was not
spoofed by an entity posing to be the server that some-
how gains access to the secure network connection be-
tween the SST and the server. At any rate, this provides
added security and assurances to the SST core applica-
tion that the access command is legitimate.
[0106] In an embodiment, at 231, the SST core appli-
cation acts as an intermediary to forward encrypted in-
formation between the peripheral device and the server
to assist and facilitate the peripheral device in independ-
ently validating the access command on behalf of the
SST, the SST and the SST core application are incapable
of decrypting that encrypted information providing even
further security.
[0107] According to an embodiment, at 240, the SST
core application sends at least some audit data to the
server when the authenticated access is granted by the
SST core application. This audit data can include a date
and time, transaction identifier associated with the au-
thentication token, and other information.
[0108] In an embodiment of 240 and at 241, the SST
core application also maintains the audit data in a log on
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the SST independent of the server.
[0109] In an embodiment of 240 and at 242, the SST
core application sends additional audit data to the server
when the authenticated access is terminated. Again, this
can include a variety of information, such as details of
the authentication token, a transaction identifier, date and
time of any re-locking of an access panel or termination
of an administrative interface, and the like.
[0110] FIG. 3 is a diagram of another method 300 for
authenticated SST access, according to an example em-
bodiment. The software module(s) that implements the
method 300 is referred to as a "cryptographic applica-
tion." The cryptographic application is implemented as
executable instructions programmed and residing within
memory and/or a non-transitory computer-readable
(processor-readable) storage medium and executed by
one or more processors of a peripheral device integrated
into the SST. The processors that execute the crypto-
graphic application are specifically configured and pro-
grammed to process the cryptographic application. The
cryptographic application is devoid of any external (to the
ATM) network communication.
[0111] In an embodiment, the SST is the ATM 120 of
the FIG. 1.
[0112] In an embodiment, the SST is a kiosk.
[0113] In an embodiment, the SST is a POS device.
[0114] In an embodiment, the peripheral device that
the cryptographic application executes on is the EPP 123
of the FIG. 1.
[0115] In an embodiment, the peripheral device in-
cludes a Universal Serial Bus (USB) port and USB mod-
ule for communicating with an external device through
the USB port.
[0116] In an embodiment, the cryptographic applica-
tion interacts with the SST core application of the FIG. 2
(discussed above) to provide cryptographic verification
of an open SST command.
[0117] Again, the processing of the cryptographic ap-
plication on the peripheral device (integrated within the
SST) assumes that initial cryptographic information (keys
and certificates) have been installed on peripheral device
in secure storage and coordinated with a server for which
cryptographic communications occur. This was dis-
cussed above with reference to the FIG. 1 and can be
done with both in-band and out-of-band communications
or at a time of manufacture of the peripheral device.
[0118] At 310, the cryptographic application receives
(from within or internal to an SST) a request to validate
an access for providing authenticated access to an SST.
[0119] At 320, the cryptographic application causes to
be sent (from the SST) a challenge message to a server.
The server alleged to have sent the access command
being validated by the cryptographic application. The
cryptographic application processes on the peripheral
device integrated within the SST and that peripheral de-
vice lacks an external network connection; therefore, the
cryptographic application requests that a core application
that sent the access command for validation send the

challenge message to the server because the core ap-
plication does have access to a secure network connec-
tion for communicating directly with the server.
[0120] Thus, in an embodiment, at 321, the crypto-
graphic application provides the challenge message to
an SST core application for the SST core to send the
challenge message over a secure network connection to
the server.
[0121] According to an embodiment, at 322, the cryp-
tographic application provides the challenge message
as a request for the server to digitally sign the challenge
message and send that back as a response message.
[0122] At 330, the cryptographic application obtains a
response message from the server (through the interme-
diary core application).
[0123] In an embodiment, at 331, the cryptographic ap-
plication receives the response message as a digital sig-
nature associated with the challenge message; the digital
signature belonging to or purporting to belong to the serv-
er.
[0124] In an embodiment of 331 and at 332, the cryp-
tographic application obtains the response message
from an SST application that is in communication with
the server over a network connection.
[0125] At 340, the cryptographic application crypto-
graphically validates the response message. Some tech-
niques for doing this were discussed above with refer-
ence to the FIG. 1.
[0126] According to an embodiment, at 341, the cryp-
tographic application uses a certificate associated with
the server and located in secure storage of the peripheral
device, a public key associated with the server, and a
private key associated with the cryptographic application
(available only in the secure storage of the peripheral
device) to validate the response message.
[0127] At 350, the cryptographic application provides
a validation message when the response message is
successfully cryptographically validated for the SST to
process the access command to either: 1) electronically
unlock ac access door of the SST for access by a us-
er/customer engineer/service technician or 2) provide ac-
cess to an administrative interface for the user to access
software resources of the SST. When the access com-
mand is processed to the user is granted authenticated
access to the SST.
[0128] FIG. 4 is a diagram of an SST 400, according
to an example embodiment. The components of the SST
400 are programmed and reside within memory and/or
a non-transitory computer-readable medium and exe-
cute on one or more processors of the SST 400. The
SST 400 communicates one or more networks, which
can be wired, wireless, or a combination of wired and
wireless.
[0129] In an embodiment, the SST 400 is the ATM 120
of the FIG. 1.
[0130] In an embodiment, the SST 400 is a kiosk.
[0131] In an embodiment, the SST 400 is a POS de-
vice.
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[0132] The SST 400 includes a display 401, a control
application 402, and a cryptographic application 403.
[0133] The control application 402 is configured and
adapted to: execute on the SST 400, receive an access
SST request from a mobile device, provide a verification
token for presentation on the display 401, provide a val-
idation request to the cryptographic application 403, and
provide authenticated access to the SST upon receipt of
a verification from the cryptographic application that the
validation request was validated.
[0134] In an embodiment, the control application 402
is the ATM core application 121 of the FIG. 1.
[0135] In an embodiment, the control application is the
method 200 of the FIG. 2.
[0136] According to an embodiment, the control appli-
cation 402 is further adapted and configured to establish
a wireless connection with the mobile device to the SST
400 or a wired connection with the mobile device to the
SST to receive the access SST request.
[0137] In an embodiment, the control application 402
is further adapted and configured to provide the authen-
ticated access by one of: electronically unlocking an ac-
cess panel to the SST 400 and granting access to an
administrative interface of the SST 400.
[0138] The cryptographic application 403 is configured
and adapted to: execute on a peripheral device integrat-
ed into the SST 400, send a challenge to an SST server
through the control application 402, cryptographically
validate a response provided back from the SST server
through the control application 402, and provide the ver-
ification back to the control application 402 when the re-
sponse is validated to grant authenticated access to the
SST 400.
[0139] In an embodiment, the peripheral device that
executes the cryptographic application 403 is the EPP
123 of the FIG. 1.
[0140] In an embodiment, the cryptographic applica-
tion 403 is the method 300 of the FIG. 3.
[0141] According to an embodiment, the cryptographic
application 403 is further adapted and configured to use
a certificate associated with the SST server, a private
key associated with the peripheral device, and a public
key associated with the SST server to cryptographically
validate the response.
[0142] It should be appreciated that where software is
described in a particular form (such as a component or
module) this is merely to aid understanding and is not
intended to limit how software that implements those
functions may be architected or structured. For example,
modules are illustrated as separate modules, but may be
implemented as homogenous code, as individual com-
ponents, some, but not all of these modules may be com-
bined, or the functions may be implemented in software
structured in any other convenient manner.
[0143] Furthermore, although the software modules
are illustrated as executing on one piece of hardware,
the software may be distributed over multiple processors
or in any other convenient manner.

[0144] The above description is illustrative, and not re-
strictive. Many other embodiments will be apparent to
those of skill in the art upon reviewing the above descrip-
tion. The scope of embodiments should therefore be de-
termined with reference to the appended claims.
[0145] In the foregoing description of the embodi-
ments, various features are grouped together in a single
embodiment for the purpose of streamlining the disclo-
sure. This method of disclosure is not to be interpreted
as reflecting that the claimed embodiments have more
features than are expressly recited in each claim. Rather,
as the following claims reflect, inventive subject matter
lies in less than all features of a single disclosed embod-
iment.

Claims

1. A method of providing authenticated access to a ter-
minal (120 or 400), the method comprising:

providing an authentication token (step 210);
obtaining an access command from a server
(140) (step 220); and
requesting a cryptographic peripheral device
(123) to validate the access command before
processing the access command to provide au-
thenticated access to the terminal (120 or 400)
(step 230).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the step of
providing an authentication token comprises pre-
senting an authentication token on a display (401)
of the terminal (120 or 400).

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the step
of providing an authentication token further compris-
es generating the authentication token in response
to a wireless request sent from a mobile device (110)
(step 211).

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein the step of
generating the authentication token further includes
creating the authentication token as a two dimen-
sional barcode encoded with a mobile device iden-
tifier for the mobile device (110), a terminal identifier
for the terminal (120 or 400), an indication of the
wireless request, and a date and time when the bar-
code was created.

5. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein
the step of obtaining an access command from a
server (140) further includes re-presenting a new au-
thentication token on a display (401) when a config-
ured period of time elapses before the access com-
mand is received from the server (140) (step 221).

6. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein
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the step of requesting a cryptographic peripheral de-
vice (123) to validate the access command further
includes acting as an intermediary to forward en-
crypted information between the cryptographic pe-
ripheral device (123) and the server (140) to assist
the cryptographic peripheral device (123) in inde-
pendently validating the access command on behalf
of the terminal (120 or 400), wherein a control appli-
cation (121) in the terminal (120 or 400) is incapable
of decrypting the encrypted information (step 231).

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein the step of
requesting a cryptographic peripheral device (123)
to validate the access command further includes re-
questing the cryptographic peripheral device (123)
to create a challenge; transmitting the challenge to
the server (140); receiving a response to the chal-
lenge from the server (140); and conveying the re-
sponse to the cryptographic peripheral device (123)
for validation thereby.

8. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein
the method further comprises sending at least some
audit data to the server (140) when the authenticated
access is granted (step 240).

9. A method according to claim 8, wherein the step of
sending at least some audit data further comprises
maintaining at least some audit data in a log on the
terminal (120 or 400) (step 241).

10. A method according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the step
of sending at least some audit data further includes
sending additional audit data to the server (140)
when the authenticated access is terminated.

11. A self-service terminal (120 or 400) comprising:

a secure resource;
a controller executing a control application (121
or 402); and
a cryptographic device (123) in communication
with the controller and executing a cryptographic
application (403);
the control application (121 or 402) being con-
figured to:

(i) receive a request from a mobile device
(110) for access to the secure resource,
(ii) provide an authentication token,
(iii) forward a challenge from the crypto-
graphic application (403) to a remote server
(140),
(iv) receive a response from the remote
server (140), and
(v) provide authenticated access to the se-
cure resource upon verification by the cryp-
tographic application (403) that the received

response was a valid response to the chal-
lenge.

12. A terminal according to claim 11, wherein the secure
resource comprises devices located within a secure
area of the terminal (120 or 400), and the control
application (121 or 402) is further configured to pro-
vide the authenticated access by electronically un-
locking an access panel to the secure resource.

13. A terminal according to claim 11, wherein the secure
resource comprises an administrative interface to
the terminal (120 or 400).

14. A terminal according to any of claims 11 to 13, where-
in the control application (121 or 402) is further con-
figured to establish one of: a wireless connection with
the mobile device (110) and a wired connection with
the mobile device (110).

15. A terminal according to any of claims 11 to 14, where-
in the terminal (120 or 400) comprises an automated
teller machine, and the cryptographic device (123)
comprises an encrypting PINpad.
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